Abstract. Modularity has been recognised as a problematic issue of programming language semantics, and various semantic frameworks have been designed with it in mind. Reusability is another desirable feature which, although not the same as modularity, can be enabled by it. The K Framework, based on Rewriting Logic, has good modularity support, but reuse of specications is not as well developed. The PLanCompS project is developing a framework providing an openended collection of reusable components for semantic specication. Each component species a single fundamental programming construct, or funcon'. The semantics of concrete programming language constructs is given by translating them to combinations of funcons. In this paper, we show how this component-based approach can be seamlessly integrated with the K Framework. We give a component-based denition of CinK (a small subset of C ++ ), using K to dene its translation to funcons as well as the (dynamic) semantics of the funcons themselves.
Introduction
Even very dierent programming languages often share similar constructs. Consider OCaml's conditional`if E1 then E2 else E3' and the conditional operator`E1 ? E2 : E3' in C. These constructs have dierent concrete syntax but similar semantics, with some variation in details. We would like to exploit this similarity when dening formal semantics for both languages by reusing parts of the OCaml specication in the C specication. With traditional approaches to semantics, reuse through copy-paste-and-edit is usually the only option that is available to us. By default, this is also the case with the K Framework [9, 13] .
This style of specication reuse is not systematic, and prone to error.
The semantic framework currently being developed by the PLanCompS project 1 provides fundamental constructs (funcons) that address the issues of reusability in a systematic manner. Funcons are small semantic entities which express essential concepts of programming languages. These formally specied components can be composed to capture the semantics of concrete programming language constructs. A specication of Caml Light has been developed as an initial case study [3] and a case study on C# is in progress.
For example, the funcon if-true can be used to specify OCaml's conditional expression. Semantics is given by dening a translation from the concrete construct to the corresponding funcon term:
if E 1 then E 2 else E 3 = if-true( E 1 , E 2 , E 3 )
Since the conditional operator in C uses integer valued expressions as the condition, its translation will reect this: E 1 ? E 2 : E 3 = if-true(not(equal( E 1 , 0)), E 2 , E 3 )
We could also dene an if-non-zero funcon that would match the Cconditional semantics exactly. However, the translation using if-true is so simple that there wouldn't be much advantage in doing so. We can reuse the if-true funcon, and with it, its semantic denition. This way, we also make the dierence between the OCaml and C conditional construct transparent. Section 2 provides more information on funcons.
The project uses MSOS [10] , a modular variant of structural operational semantics [11] , to formally dene individual funcons. However, the funcon approach can be seamlessly integrated with other suciently modular specication frameworks. In this paper we demonstrate how users of the K Framework might benet from using funcons. We give a specication of CinK [8, 9] , a pedagogical subset of C ++ , by dening the translation using K's rewrite rules (Section 3). We also dene the semantics of funcons involved in the translation and present some of them in Section 4. Section 5 oers an overview of related work and alternative approaches. We conclude and suggest directions of future work in Section 6.
The complete prototyped specication of CinK and K denitions of all funcons involved in the specication are available online. 2 Also included are CinK test programs which we have used to test our specication. Interested readers may run these programs themselves using the K tool. The original executable specication of CinK by Lucanu and S , erb nut , is available on GitHub. 3 
Fundamental Constructs
As mentioned in the Introduction, the PLanCompS project is developing an open-ended collection of fundamental programming constructs, or`funcons'.
Many funcons correspond closely to simplied programming language constructs.
However, each funcon has xed syntax and semantics. For example, the funcon written assign(E1, E2) has the eect of evaluating E1 to a variable, E2 to a value (in any order), then assigning the value to the variable; it is well-typed only if E1 is of type variables(T) and E2 is of type T. In contrast, the language construct written`E 1 = E 2 ' may be interpreted as an assignment or as an equality test (and its well-typedness changes accordingly) depending on the language.
The syntax or signature of a funcon determines its name, how many arguments it takes (if any), the sort of each argument, and the sort of the result.
The following computation sorts reect fundamental conceptual and semantic distinctions in programming languages. have a high potential for reuse. In fact, many funcons used in the Caml Light case study appear in the semantics of CinK presented in the following section.
The nomenclature and notation for the existing funcons are still evolving, and they will be nalised only when the case studies have been completed, in connection with the publication of the repository. Observant readers are likely to notice some (minor) dierences between the funcon names used in this paper and in previous papers (e.g. [3] CinK is a pedagogical subset of C ++ [8, 9] used for experimentation with the K Framework. The original report [8] presents the language in seven iterations. The rst species a basic imperative language; subsequent iterations extend it with threads, model-checking, references, pointers, and unidimensional and multi-dimensional arrays. Our specication starts with only an expression language which we extend with declarations, statements, functions, threads, ref-
erences, and pointers. The extensions follow the order of the CinK iterations, however we omit arrays and support for model-checking.
The grammar which we have used for our specication is a simplied grammar matching CinK derived from the C ++ grammar found in the standard [7, Appendix A].
We invite the reader to compare our specication by translation to funcons with the original K specication of CinK in [8] . Our hope is that our translation functions, together with the suggestive naming of funcons give a rough understanding of the semantics of language constructs, even before looking at the semantics of funcons themselves.
Simple Expressions
To give semantics for expressions we use the translation function evaluate _ : Expression → Expr. It produces a funcon term (of sort Expr) which, when executed, evaluates the argument expression.
Denitions for arithmetic expressions in CinK can be given very straightforwardly using data operations, which all extend to strict funcons on Expr. Numeric types in CinK are limited to integers with some common operations. For example, semantics of the multiplication operator is expressed as the application of the operation int-times to translations of operand expressions:
The`short-circuit and' operator can be readily expressed using a conditional funcon, which is strict only in its rst argument. evaluate-rval _ which produces terms evaluating all expressions into rvalues.
For lvalue expressions it returns the corresponding stored value, i.e., it serves as an lvalue-to-rvalue conversion.
The addition of variables also aects our translations of simple expressions and we need to update them. For example, numeric operations expect an rvalue and thus the operands are now translated using evaluate-rval _ .
To get the variable bound to an identier in the current environment we use bound-value. A variable is dereferenced using stored-value. The Note that accum is strict in its rst argument and so the correct order of evaluation is enforced.
Although Caml Light and CinK are quite dierent languages, all the funcons we needed so far are reused from [3] .
Assignment and Control Statements
The basic construct for updating variables in CinK/C ++ is the assignment expression`E 1 = E 2 ', where the expression E 1 is expected to evaluate to an lvalue, to which the rvalue of E 2 will be assigned. The value of the whole expression is the lvalue of E 1 . Semantics of assignment is a rather simple translation using the assign-giving-variable funcon:
rule evaluate-lval E1:Expression = E2:Expression ⇒ assign-giving-variable(evaluate-lval E1 , evaluate-rval E2 )
The funcon assign-giving-variable is strict in both arguments but not sequentially, so the arguments are evaluated in an unspecied order. The funcon assigns the value given as its second argument to the variable given as its rst argument and returns this variable as result. 
Function Denition and Calling
We represent functions as abstraction values which wrap any computation as a
value. An abstraction can be passed as a parameter, bound to an identier, or stored like any other value. To turn a funcon term into an abstraction, we use the abstraction value constructor. The funcon apply applies an abstraction to a value and the abstraction may refer to the passed value using given. Multiple parameters can be passed as a tuple constructed via tuple value constructors.
A function call expression simply applies the abstraction to translated argu- Here we use the funcon decl-effect(C), which allows using a command C as a declaration. It is an abbreviation for seq(C, bindings(.)).
Roughly, the semantics of a function denition is to allocate storage for an abstraction of the corresponding type, bind it to the function name, and use it to store an abstraction of the function body. Looking closer, the denition has to deal with some more details: , null) )), abstraction(original(returned, given))))))))
Within the abstraction we use match-compound to match the passed value against the pattern tuple constructed from individual parameter patterns. The translation of the function body is evaluated in the environment produced by this matching (scope). Since a return statement abruptly terminates a function returning a value, we represent return statements as exceptions containing a value tagged with the atom`returned' and wrap the function body in a handler. The catch funcon catches the exception and the handling abstraction retrieves the value tagged with`returned', making it the return value of the whole function.
In case there was no return statement in the body of the function, we throw a`returned' with null. Using close we form a closure of the abstraction with respect to the denition-time environment. This imposes static scopes for bindings.
As mentioned above, an explicit return statement translates to throwing a value tagged with`returned'. A parameterless return throws a null. Because function identiers are already bound when the full function denition is elaborated, the full denition only assigns the abstraction to the preallocated variable.
Threads
The second iteration in the original CinK report adds very basic thread support to the language. Spawning a thread in CinK mimics the syntax of using the std::thread class from the C ++ standard library. However, instead of referring to the standard library, semantics is given to the construct directly.
rule elaborate std::thread I1:Id ( I2:Id , E:Expression ) ; ⇒
decl-effect(effect(spawn(close(abstraction(evaluate I2 (E) )))))
The funcon spawn(A) creates a new thread in which the abstraction A will be applied. In our case the abstraction contains a function call corresponding to the parameters given to the thread constructor.
References
A reference in C ++ is an alias for a variable, i.e., it introduces a new name for an already existing variable. T )) ), decl-effect(assign(bound-value(I), current-value(given)))))
The funcon current-value dereferences its parameter if it is a variable (lvalue), otherwise returns the parameter itself.
Pointers
The last CinK extension that we consider is the addition of pointers to the language. Pointers are variables that hold addresses to other objects in memory.
A pointer declaration allocates a new object for holding locations (variables in For our full specication of pointers, we refer the reader to the online material.
Explicit dereferencing of a pointer variable amounts to retrieving the value stored in the pointer. This value is the location to which the pointer is pointing. This is expressed in our translation: rule evaluate-lval * E:Expression 
Conguration
The conguration of the nal iteration of our specication is as follows: configuration <T> <threads> <thread multiplicity=" * "> <name> main:Threads </name> <k> translate $PGM:TranslationUnit </k> <xstack> .List </xstack> <context> <env> .Map </env> <given> no-value </given> </context> </thread> </threads> <store> .Map </store> <output stream="stdout"> .List </output> <input stream="stdin"> .List </input> </T> It appears that this conguration could be generated from the K rules dening the funcons used in our specication of CinK. It is unclear to us whether inference of K congurations from arbitrary K rules is possible, and whether it would be consistent with the K conguration abstraction algorithm.
Sequencing of Side Eects
Following the C ++ standard [7] , CinK decouples side eects of some constructs to allow delaying memory writes to after an expression value has been returned. This gives compilers more freedom for performing optimisations and during code generation. The newest C ++ standard uses a relation sequenced before to dene how side eects are to be ordered with respect to each other and to value evaluation. The CinK specication uses auxiliary constructs for side eects and uses a bag to collect side eects. An auxiliary sequence point construct forces nalisation of side eects in the bag. We are currently experimenting with funcons to express decoupled side eects.
Funcons in K
We now illustrate our K specication of the syntax and semantics of the funcons and value types used in our component-based analysis of CinF. We specify each funcon and value type in a separate module, to facilitate selective reuse. Since modularity is a signicant feature of our specications, we show some of the specied imports. The complete specications are available online, together with the K specication of the translation of CinF programs to funcons. module IF-TRUE-EXPR imports EXPR ... syntax Expr ::= "if-true" "(" Expr "," Expr "," Expr ")" [strict (1)]
Expressions
We specify a corresponding funcon for conditional commands separately, since it appears that K modules cannot have parametric sorts (although the rules above could be generalised to arbitrary K arguments). 
Declarations

bindings(M1 M2)
We could have included the funcon bind-value(I,E) as an operation in the above module, since it is strict in its only expression argument:
module BIND-VALUE imports ... syntax Decl ::= "bind-value" "(" Id "," Expr ")" [strict ( The auxiliary operation reset-env(M, K) preserves the result of K when resetting the current environment to M:
The K argument could be of sort Expr, Decl or Comm. Since we do not use reset-env directly in the translation of CinF to funcons, the fact that reset-env(M, K) is (semantically) of the same sort as K is irrelevant.
Commands
module COMM imports SKIP syntax Comm ::= Skip syntax KResult ::= Skip
In contrast to the usual style in K specications, commands compute the unique value skip:Skip on normal termination, rather than dissolving. However, this dierence does not aect the translation of programs to funcons.
module SEQ-DECL imports ... syntax Decl ::= "seq" "(" Comm "," Decl ")" [strict (1)]
As with if-true, the funcon seq(C, X) is essentially generic in X, but its syntax needs to be specied separately for each sort of X. In contrast, the sort of effect(X) is independent of the sort of X, and we can specify it generically:
module EFFECT imports COMM syntax Comm ::= "effect" "(" K ")" [strict] rule effect( _ :KResult) ⇒ skip module WHILE-TRUE imports COMM imports EXPR imports IF-TRUE-COMM imports SEQ-COMM syntax Comm ::= "while-true" "(" Expr "," Comm ")" 
Related Work
The work in this paper was inspired by a basic specication of the IMP example language in funcons using K by Ros , u. IMP contains arithmetic and boolean expressions, variables, if-and while-statements, and blocks. The translation to funcons is specied directly using K rewrite rules without dening sorted translation functions. The example can be found in the stable K distribution. 5 CinK, the sublanguage of C ++ that we use as a case study in this paper, is taken from a technical report by Lucanu and S , erb nut , [8] . We have limited ourselves to the same subset of C ++ , except that we omit arrays.
SIMPLE [12] is another K example language which is fairly similar to CinK.
The language is presented in two variants: an untyped and a typed one. The denition of typed SIMPLE uses a dierent syntax and only species static semantics. With the component-based approach, we specify a single translation of language constructs to funcons. The MSOS of the funcons denes separate relations for typing and evaluation; in K, it seems we would need to provide a separate static semantics module for each funcon, since the strictness annotations and the computation rules are dierent.
K specications scale up to real-world languages, as illustrated by Ellison's semantics of C [4] . The PLanCompS project is currently carrying out major case studies (C#, Java) to examine how the funcon-based approach scales up to large languages, and to test the reusability of the funcon specications.
Specication of individual language constructs in separate K modules was proposed by Hills and Ros , u [6] and further developed by Hills [5, Chapter 5] .
They obtained reusable rules by inferring the transformations needed for the rules to match the overall K conguration. The reusability of their modules was limited by their dependence on language syntax, and by the fact that the semantics of individual language constructs is generally more complicated than that of individual funcons.
Conclusion
We have given a component-based specication of CinK, using K to dene the translation of CinK to funcons as well as the (dynamic) semantics of the funcons themselves. This experiment conrms the feasibility of integrating componentbased semantics with the K Framework.
The K specication of each funcon is an independent module. Funcons are signicantly simpler than constructs of languages such as CinK, and it was pleasantly straightforward to specify their K rules. However, we would have preferred the K congurations for combination of funcons to be generated automatically.
Many of the funcons used here for CinK were introduced in the componentbased specication of Caml Light [3] , demonstrating their reusability. The names of the funcons are suggestive of their intended interpretation, so the translation specication alone should convey a rst impression of the CinK semantics. Readers are invited to browse the complete K specications of our funcons online, then compare our translation of CinK to funcons with its direct specication in K [8] .
In continuation of this work, we are investigating funcons to specify deferred side-eects and sequence points. We are also aiming to dene the static semantics of funcons in K, so our translation would induce a static semantics for CinK.
